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q 201This paper identifies a significant interpretive issue for prehistoric archaeology: distinguishing adult ritual actions from
the activities of children in the archaeological record. Through examining ethnographic accounts of recent hunter-
gatherer children and reconsidering archaeological patterns and assemblages in light of these data, we explore how the
results of children’s play can be—and likely have been—misinterpreted by archaeologists as evidence for adult ritual
behavior in prehistoric contexts. Given that children were a significant component of past hunter-gatherer (and other)
societies, the fact that the material components of their activities overlap tremendously with items used in adult rituals
must be routinely considered by archaeologists if we are to reconstruct robust understandings of past peoples all over
the globe.Do footprints in deep caves represent ritual visits, or simply
the bravado of youngsters? . . . Is the positioning of a bear
skull part of a mystical rite, or the result of a child playing with
it? (Bahn 2012:344)
Applying the adage “it’s ritual” to any object or pattern in the
archaeological record that cannot be explained by economic
or technological activities has long been commonplace in ar-
chaeology. And while in many cases such interpretations may
be correct, we researchers routinely overlooked another agent
that equally, and perhaps more frequently, can be responsible
for such discoveries—children.
Children were a significant part of Paleolithic—and other pre-
historic—societies. Indeed, it is probable that children con-
stituted the largest group of individuals in these communities
(Chamberlain 1997), perhaps constituting as much as 40% of
the population (Wobst 1974). Despite this fact, it was not until
1989 that researchers turned serious attention to identifying
and investigating children in the archaeological record—a sit-
uation that was found not to be unique to deep-time contexts
but instead riddled throughout archaeology in general. Two
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All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms astance: (1) that children are not important because their ac-
tivities do not make significant contributions to communities
and societies as a whole and (2) that children are unknowable
in nonmortuary contexts, as their behavior leaves few material
traces—their story is archaeologically silent (Baxter 2005b).
In response, numerous researchers pointed out that the first
notion was largely based on Western-centered ideas of child-
hood that frequently deny the diverse roles children hold in dif-
ferent cultural settings (e.g., Baxter 2005a; Bugarin 2005; Kamp
2001; Sofaer Derevenski 1994a, 1994b, 1997, 2000), while the
second is countered by the logic that if children are a signifi-
cant presence in all human groups, it should be expected that they
should correspondingly have influenced the creation of the ar-
chaeological record (Chamberlain 1997). Despite these inroads,
the main thrust of academic research remains focused on utili-
tarian issues such as subsistence strategies and technological in-
novation, thus relegating children to being an interesting but
not particularly accessible nor useful aspect of the past. This
unwillingness to investigate children has effectively erased gen-
uine traces of children from archaeological sites, assemblages, and
interpretations (Bugarin 2005)—a situation exemplified for pre-
historic contexts around the globe.
In this paper, we will demonstrate that significant overlap
exists between the material consequences of children’s play and
adult ritual behavior. While several authors have made brief
mention of this situation (Bahn 2012, quoted above; de Maret
2016; Ucko and Rosenfeld 1967), not one has considered the
issue in depth. Given the importance of identifying ritual and
other aspects of symbolic behavior in the early archaeological
record for understanding the development of human cognition
and modern cultural diversity, it is critical to be mindful of this
situation if we are to construct robust interpretations and repre-
sentations of the past. Here we will focus on examples from theserved. 0011-3204/2018/5905-0007$10.00. DOI: 10.1086/699837
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Langley and Litster Is It Ritual? Or Is It Children? 617Eurasian Paleolithic but also include examples from other pre-
historic contexts from around the globe to demonstrate the
impact of moving archaeological objects and patterns from the
ritual realm to the sphere of children for our understanding of
deep-time communities.
Archaeology of Ritual
Early sentiment within archaeology held that material evidence
considered indicative of ritual behavior required too much in-
ference to be accurate (Hawkes 1954); however, during the past
several decades, archaeologists have increasingly studied “ritual”
to elucidate many facets of past social activity, especially those
pertaining to power relations and identity, along with cognition
and social memory (Swenson 2015). Indeed, the recent recog-
nition that ritual is pervasive in all aspects of life has likely fa-
cilitated growing interest in this field of study (see Boivin 2009;
Hodder 1982; Insoll 2004, 2009, 2012). Importantly, play itself,
as practiced by both adults and children, can be seen as having a
social ritual component (Rogersdotter 2011).
Divergent understandings of ritual in archaeology within
different theoretical paradigms—often borrowed from anthro-
pology—have resulted in an apparent dissonance between in-
dividual studies. While a detailed overview of the relevant the-
oretical developments is beyond the scope of this paper (see
Insoll 2012; Swenson 2015), archaeological studies of religion and
ritual have tended to travel alongside studies of symbols and
meaning (Boivin 2009; Geertz 1973). For ease of understanding,
when referring to ritual in this paper we are referring to the
“habitual manifestations of religious beliefs which may leave
material remains in the archaeological record” (Pettitt 2012:330).Archaeology of Children and Their Play
The study of past children continues to develop as a subfield of
archaeology. Archaeological literature prior to Lillehammer’s
(1989) seminal paper included few references to children and
their childhood and picked up the pace from the year 2000 (e.g.,
Baxter 2005a, 2005b; Bird and Bliege-Bird 2000; Bugarin 2005;
de Maret 2016; Grimm 2000; Kamp 2001, 2015; Sofaer Dere-
venski 2000). Despite this increasing interest in children of the
past, however, we remain far from a routine consideration of
their impact on the archaeological record and have consequently
erased a significant proportion of past populations.
Children play. This behavior is universal, despite the differing
cultures and lifeways practiced around the globe, and is thus
“part of the human condition” (Gosso et al. 2005:214). Ethno-
graphic accounts record the activities of children in varying depth,
from great detail where the anthropologist was focused on the
children as their central interest (such as Mead 1942, 1943) to a
single sentence mentioning their primary occupation(s). While
previous researchers have utilized the eHRAF (Human Relations
Area Files) World Cultures database to construct cross-cultural
samples for analysis (i.e., Ember and Cunnar 2015), this study
simply aimed to find as many descriptions of children and theirThis content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms aplay activities from as many different environmental and re-
gionalhunter-gatherer contexts aspossiblewith the ethnographic
literature available to us through our respective universities.
While far from exhaustive, we were able to draw together data
for numerous groups located in Africa, Southeast Asia, the
Pacific, Australia, North America, and South America (see ta-
ble 2).
Play behavior can be divided into eight types: (1) exercise play,
(2) exercise play with objects, (3) object play, (4) construction
play, (5) social contingency play, (6) rough-and-tumble play,
(7) fantasy play, and (8) games with rules (Parker 1984), with
children from different culturesmaking “variations on a theme”
based on their cultural background (Bloch and Pellegrini 1989;
Fry 2005). Indeed, studies of great apes found that their young
engage in several of these same types of play (e.g., Gómez and
Martin-Andrade 2005; Lewis 2005; Ramsey and McGrew 2005),
suggesting that childhood play has deep evolutionary origins
(Pellegrini and Smith 2005; Slaughter and Domobrowski 1989).
Thus, we can be certain that prehistoric children did play and
that material objects would have been regularly incorporated
into their games. This last point is important to archaeology, as
it means that “toys” or “playthings” were used in the deep past,
were deposited into the archaeological record, and will be re-
covered.
Certainly, many of the objects and features created during
play can be expected to survive in the archaeological record—
surely we cannot uphold the notion that of the thousands upon
thousands of prehistoric children to walk the landscape, they
never played with anything but archaeologically fragile or ar-
chaeologically invisible items. Ethnographically, children from
hunter-gatherer societies have played with toys that were made
from a great range of rawmaterials, both organic and inorganic,
archaeologically robust and archaeologically fragile (see table 1).
These playthingsmay be directly given to a child by an adult as a
plaything, they may be adult material culture items abandoned
by adults and retrieved by children from refuse areas or else-
where, theymay be adult items abandoned by adults directly into
children’s hands, theymay be objectsmade or altered by children
themselves, or they may be unaltered natural items such as
sticks, stones, or shells (Baxter 2005b; Bonnichsen 1973; Craw-
ford 2009, 2011). Indeed, “toys are given significance andmeaning
by the children who play with them” (Crawford 2009:57), and
thus, obviously, these factors make identifying potential play-
things in archaeological contexts challenging, though not im-
possible.
Observations resulting from our review of the ethnographic
literature mentioning hunter-gatherer children and their play,
which are particularly important for the identification of ar-
chaeological children’s activities, include (1) the raw materials
from which a child’s toy will be constructed depends on the nat-
ural resources available to the child/adult for producing play-
things; (2) we can expect miniature hunting/fishing weaponry
along with other miniature tools that are commonly utilized by
the adults of the community; (3) we can expect figurines/dolls
to be present; and (4) children will collect and frequently cache.097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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the tools and weapons that have been specifically mentioned in
ethnographies of hunter-gatherer peoples, while table 2 provides
information for the specific groups for which this information is
currently available.
With these observations inmind, we now reevaluate themost
common artifacts and contexts that are routinely interpreted as
residues of ritual activity in the Paleolithic Eurasian and other
global prehistoric contexts: portable and parietal art, the col-
lection of unusual objects, and arrangement and activity areas.Differentiating Children’s Play from Adult Ritual
in the Prehistoric Archaeological Record
Portable and Parietal Art
The interpretation of Upper Paleolithic art in terms of magico-
religious motivations lies in the late nineteenth and into the early
twentieth century recognition that prehistoric art could havemore
than a merely decorative function—that being a social function.
It was this new paradigm that resulted in religious meaning being
given first to Paleolithic portable art and then to parietal art
(Palacio-Pérez 2010). This approach has continued into recent
years (e.g., Conard 2003; Lewis-Williams 2002), though others
have recognized that the thousands of portable art objects re-
covered fromUpper Paleolithic Eurasia “have no readily apparent
symbolic or ritual role” (Bahn 2012:348).
However, the creation of figurines for children or by chil-
dren is ubiquitous in the ethnographic literature. Clay ormud is
frequently mentioned in ethnographies from various contexts
around the globe as a popular medium selected by children when
making figurines themselves (e.g., Africa [Child 1969; Marlowe
2010:66; Sharman 1979]; North America [Elsasser 1978a; Kelly
and Fowler 1986; Witherspoon 1983]; South America [Gosso
et al. 2005; Leacock 1976]; Australia [Haagen 1994]). Further-
more, Kamp et al. (1999) have been able to give some temporal
depth to these recent observations by using a combination ofThis content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms afingerprint measurements found on clay animal figurines and
vessels recovered from Sinagua contexts in northern Arizona to
demonstrate that at least some of these items were constructed
by children.
Ethnographically, created figures include images of humans,
animals, forms of transportation, and other common items from
their surrounding environment (see an example in fig. 1A), and
while many figures look like the creature or item they are
moulded after, others bear little resemblance to their origins. A
good example of this latter case is found in the clay dolls made
by girls in northeast Arnhem Land. In 1935, Donald Thomson
photographed a group of girls playing at being mothers in the
Milingimbi area, where (as shown in fig. 2A) the girls were
imitating theirmothers bymoulding clay breasts and a clay doll,
collecting bark for the “baby” to lie on, and then copying the
kneeling posture taken by womenwhen breastfeeding an infant.
One set of clay doll and moulded breasts is shown in figure 2B
(collected by Thomson at that time), and it is striking that the
“baby’s” only feature is a finger-poked depression representing
themouth. Given the lack of features, it seems doubtful that this
item would be interpreted in relation to children if it were re-
covered archaeologically—and without corresponding ethno-
graphical evidence. It is very conceivable that it would instead be
linked to ritual behaviors, as are quite similar ca. 8,000-year-old
Levantine artifacts known as “incised pebbles” (Gopher and
Orrelle 1996; Stekelis 1972; Wreschner 1976).
Fired clay—pottery—dolls were constructed by adults for
children in ethnographic studies (e.g., seen in Tipai-Ipai, CA;
Luomala 1978), and Talalay (1993:48–49) has interpreted three
Neolithic figurines found in Franchthi Cave, Greece, as children’s
dolls owing to their discovery among domestic activity areas.
Dolls and animal figures are also made of hard animal materials
such as bone, antler, and ivory in regions where such materials
are abundant. Indeed, here fathers are reported as carving dolls
(that are fully fitted out with tiny clothing) for their daughters
(fig. 3A, 3B; Burch 1984), as well as a range of animals that
were also used in games (Hughes 1984a, 1984b). Such time- orTable 1. Material playthings of children specifically mentioned in the hunter-gatherer ethnographies included
in table 2 (sources)Type PlaythingMiniature weapons Arrow; bark missiles; blowpipe; boomerang; bow; crossbow; fighting sticks; fishing line; fish spear; mud missiles;
peashooter; shield; spear; spear-thrower; throwing-sticksMiniature tools Basket; canoe; comb; coolamon; digging stick; dilly bag; dogsled; food pounder; grindstone; hearth; hut; infant
carrier; kayak; oil lamp; raft; ramada; smoking pipe; snowhouse; stone ax; wickiup; windbreakDolls Antler dolls/figurines; cattail dolls/figures; clay dolls/figures; cloth dolls; corn dolls; doll clothing; grass dolls/figures;
gum figures; mud dolls/figures; mud breasts; pottery dolls/figures; shell dolls; stick dolls; stone dolls; wax figures;
wooden (carved) dolls/figuresMusical instruments Bone whistle; bull-roarer; buzz/whirling toy; cracking whip; grass whistle; hummer; flute; leaf whistle; panpipes;
seed rattles; seed whistles; shell rattlesOrnamentation Cloth; feathers; pigment; plant fiber plait-work; seed beads/pendants; shell beads/pendants; teeth beads/pendants
Collectibles Live animals (cassowary chicks, dogs, frogs, lizards, mockingbirds, roadrunners)
Other game materials Balls (being made of grass, hair, moss, possum skin, sealskin); bark targets; bones (knuckles; ring-and-pin game);
cuttlefish; discs; drawing sticks; grass hoops; human bone; knuckle bones; leaves; marbles (seed/shell/stone/
wood); playing sticks; shells; skipping rope; spinning tops; stick-dice; stones; string.097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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tant for challenging previous interpretations of Upper Paleo-
lithic antler and ivory figurines, which have been argued to be
portable art pieces made for adult ritual use owing to the effort,
time, or skill that went into their creation (e.g., Arias 2009; Leroi-
Gourhan 1968), not to mention their appeal to our modern aes-
thetic.
Stone is also reported as being used in “fashioning dolls for
children” (Powell 1990:433), as are parts of plants such as thewell-
known cattail (Typha sp.) figures of North America (Ritzenthaler
1978). Which brings us to the famous split-twig figures of the
Archaic period of southwest North America (fig. 4). Originally
suggested to have been used in sympathetic huntingmagic (e.g.,
Emslie 1987; Reilly 1966; Schroedl 1989; Schwartz, Lange, and
deSaussure 1958), others have argued that these figures made
in willow or other twigs were more likely to be children’s toys
(e.g., Jett 1987; Schroedl 1977), a suggestion supported by an
apparent find of three examples (probably images of twodeer and
a duck) interred within the burial of a child in Utah (Jett 1991).
This ca. 2,300-year-old burial was the first specific cultural/
functional context for split-twig figurines, previously reported
examples being found scattered through habitation deposits but
not in association with any particular feature. Those found in
the Grand Canyon area were described as being “speared, and
carefully placed in caches” and that “thus, the inferred func-
tional interpretation, that the figurines were magico-religious
objects used in a hunting ritual, seems to hold fairly well”
(Schroedl 1977:263). However, it might be argued that the “ritual
spearing” of the figurines could equally be the result of children
playing at deer hunting and their discovery location attributed
to children’s caching habits (see below). Furthermore, at the
Walnut Canyon site, “the ceiling of the overhang is very low,
andmost of the occupational evidencewas found near themouth.
The figurines, however, were scattered throughout the less acces-
sible portions of the shelter” (Euler and Olsen 1965:369), which
one might suggest were more physically reachable to children
and might provide a place in which they would play.
Along these lines areminiatures—small imitations ormodels
ofmaterial culture—with their significance linked to themeaning
of the original object (Foxhall 2015). These objects give children
the opportunity to mimic and practice adult social roles and
physical tasks in the context of their peer groups (Sutton-Smith
1986, 1994). A Queensland (Australian) example of such an item
is described by Roth (1902:13), who reports that “the parents
generally make miniature dilly-bags for their children to carry
these dolls in,” while numerous ethnographers report the oc-
currence of miniature weaponry (bows and arrows, spears, boo-
merangs) in hunter-gatherer and semipastoralist/semihorticul-
turalist cultures around the globe. Frequently theseminiatures are
made by the boy’s father or other male relative, though in many
cultures the boys were “encouraged to make and feather their
own arrows” from the start (Goddard 1978:231). Indeed, in some
cultures such miniature tools appear to have been an important
part of passing on necessary life skills, with children “given toy
versions of the tools they would later use as adults, played atThis content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms aadult tasks” (Seaburg and Miller 1990:562). To point out how
easily a child’s miniature tool might be mistaken for a ritual ob-
ject, we provide the following example. At Kalanyoni Shelter,
Zimbabwe, Walker (1995:172) reported that “the most inter-
esting organic artefact is a small bone point (fig. 75:2) that recalls
theminiature, magic, arrowhead of some Bushman groups (Bleek
1928; Dornan 1925) or quill barb on some arrows” (Goodwin
1945).
Beads and pendants are commonly classified by prehistoric
archaeologists as portable art items and are central to debates
surrounding human cognitive and behavioral development (e.g.,
Deacon 2001; d’Errico 2003; d’Errico et al. 2003, 2005; Kuhn
and Stiner 2007; Mellars 2005; Wadley 2001). While we do not
disagree with the reasoning behind their role in evolutionary
investigations,wewould like to point out that not only are children
frequently the wearers of such bodily decorations but the very
young are often the members of the community to wear the
most decorations in day-to-day circumstances owing to beliefs
that they need extra protection from harmful spirits or other
entities (e.g., Guise 1899:207; Loeb 1928:431; Peterson 1978:39;
Vanoverbergh 1937). For example, Xhosa babies were seen to
wear shells, seeds, and animal-bone charms. Young children wore
bracelets, armlets, and anklets, and children of all ages wore
pieces of bark, root, bone, or animal claws (Child 1969). In
southeastern Australia, Howitt (1904:525) observed that “small
sets [of men’s ornaments] are sometimes made to please little
boys.” And yet rarely do researchers consider the appearance of
beads and pendants in the prehistoric record in terms of chil-
dren at the site.
A second use of strung pieces of shell or beads, which not only
would display the same use wear (and possibly residues) as beads
worn against the body or clothing but is also likely to be as tem-
porally and spatially widespread, is as babies’ rattles. Ethno-
graphically, the stringing of perforated marine, freshwater, or
terrestrial snail shells for use as babies’ rattles has been observed
in numerous contexts globally, despite babies generally being
ignored in early androcentric ethnographic accounts (a point
made by several researchers, including Haagen 1994). For ex-
ample, Roth (1902:519) noted that “rattles, for children, met wit
on the Pennefather River [Cape York, Queensland], aremade by
stringing together particular shells and tying the ends,” with
similar such rattles observed in the Kimberley as well as the Ma-
ningrida area of the Northern Territory (Haagen 1994). Buzz or
whirling toys are another example of perforated and strung
pieces that are frequently linked to the amusement of children in
hunter-gatherer ethnography (e.g., Arima 1984; Honigmann
1981; Silver 1978a, 1978b; Suttles and Lane 1990) but that may
be interpreted as remains of a personal ornament or a ritual item
if recovered archaeologically.
Another sound toy commonly given to young children are
whistles or simple flutes, yet such items, when recovered from
prehistoric contexts, are usually assigned a ritual association,
moving them away from the more mundane existence of every-
day communities (e.g., Caldwell 2009; Ibáñez et al. 2015). Along
these lines, “bull-roarers” regularly feature in ethnographies as.097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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Langley and Litster Is It Ritual? Or Is It Children? 623objects of children’s amusement (e.g., Australia [Roth 1902];
North America [Honigmann 1981; Smith 1978; Spencer 1984;
Suttles and Lane 1990]). A perforation is drilled into one ex-
tremity of a flattened, spindle-shaped piece of wood (or other
material) so that a string can be attached to the pendant, which is
then whirled around to create the roaring sound. These instru-
ments are just as frequently cited as restricted ritual objects in
communities (e.g., by theWashoe, Great Basin [d’Azevedo 1986];
parts ofGreater Australia [VanBaal 1963]). Despite these recent
observations, however, in the archaeological literature surround-
ing musical instruments recovered from Paleolithic/prehistoric
contexts, these items are invariably linked to ritual and are fre-
quently argued to be one of the most powerful indicators of
ritual behavior in the deep past (e.g., Morley 2009; Neal 2013).
Indeed, some ethnographically recorded toys incorporate
raw materials that we might otherwise interpret as having had
a symbolic function. For example, we might consider feathers,
something that has led to a reevaluation of Neanderthal per-
sonal ornamentation in recent years (e.g., Finlayson et al. 2012;
Peresani et al. 2011) but that are often a component of children’s
playthings. One such example is the Kalahari !Kung zeni, a feather
attached to a weight (a pebble or nut) with a leather thong aboutThis content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms a15 cm long (Draper 1976;Wannenburgh 1979). The player hurls
the zeni using a stick. The weight falls with the feather fluttering
behind acting as a parachute. The objective of the game is to
reach the zeni and strike it again before it hits the ground. Inter-
estingly, the /Gwi believe that were it not for the zeni, humankind
would still be living in darkness, so this common children’s play-
thing also has a place in their symbolic realm.
Furthermore, ethnographers have described games played by
both children and adults that include small objects. For example,
Best (1925) describes a Maori game in which a small, smooth,
waterworn stone is passed from one player to the next in a circle
while reciting a charm or song—“as the repetition of this ceased
one of the players, who did not form one of the circle, attempted
to guess as to who had the stone” (1925:117). Such a natural
object would obviously accrue significant wear from handling if
curated over time for play. On the other hand, if a stone or other
object was simply selected from their surroundings at the be-
ginning of each game, such singular objectsmay simply arrive in
the archaeological record in an unexpected area.
Like musical instruments, colorants have also been strongly
linked to symbolic or ritual behavior in the deep past (e.g.,
Deacon 2001; d’Errico 2003; d’Errico et al. 2003; Mellars 1996,Figure 1. Children and clay/mud figurines. A, Parakanã children making mud figurines in Brazil. Photograph by Y. Gosso. B–E, Clay
animal figurines from the Yarmukian culture (ca. 8,000 BP), Israel. These artifacts have been interpreted in several ways, including as
children’s toys and as adult ritual votives (Freikman and Garfinkel 2009). Photographs by M. Langley, included with permission of
the Israel Museum (B), and Y. Garfinkel, Shaar Hagolan Expedition, Hebrew University of Jerusalem (C–E). A color version of this
figure is available online..097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
nd Conditions (http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/t-and-c).
624 Current Anthropology Volume 59, Number 5, October 20182005). However, as with musical instruments, body painting is
also reported as a common children’s activity in recent hunter-
gatherer communities, including among Parakanã (Brazil) girls
who are seen painting their peers or their own bodies (Gosso and
Otta 2003), while Anbarra (Northern Territory, Australia) chil-This content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms adren were witnessed in a similar behavior (Hamilton 1981). We
always assume that utilized ochre was employed by adults for
ritualized purposes; why is the input of children never consid-
ered? Certainly, children are physically capable of collecting and
utilizingmineral pigments and producing utilized ochre nodulesFigure 2. Simple dolls. A, Girls playing at being mothers at Milingimbi, northeast Arnhem Land, Australia, in 1935. Photograph by
D. Thomson, image TPH1262. B, Clay dolls and breasts collected by Donald Thomson in 1935. Photograph by Museum Victoria,
image DT1084. C, Yarmukian “incised pebbles” on display in the Israel Museum. Photograph by M. Langley, included with per-
mission of the Israel Museum. A color version of this figure is available online.Figure 3. Hard animal material figurines. A, An Inuit girl showing her homemade doll near Coppermine, Northwest Territories,
1949. Photograph by R. Harrington, courtesy of the Stephen Bulger Gallery. B, Ivory figure made by a child’s father collected by E. W.
Nelson at Hotham Inlet, Alaska, 1877–1881 (Department of Anthropology, Smithsonian Institute, 64208). C, Toy rainbow snake
made on dugong (Dugong dugon) rib bone collected by K. Akerman in Maningrida, Northern Territory, Australia. Photograph by
K. Akerman. D, E, Ivory toys collected from Cape Vancouver, Alaska, pre-1880 (Department of Anthropology, Smithsonian Insti-
tution, E43585-0 [D], E43591-0 [E]). A color version of this figure is available online..097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
nd Conditions (http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/t-and-c).
Langley and Litster Is It Ritual? Or Is It Children? 625very similar to those recovered from deep-time archaeological
contexts (see fig. 5E, 5F).
Unlike the previously mentioned material culture, the ap-
plication of colorants in the creation of Paleolithic parietal art
already has links to children in the literature. Handprints be-
longing to children have been found at sites such as Gargas and
Bedeilhac, where the prints belong to infants, while at Fontanet
handprints of a 5-year-old have been located (Clottes 1997).
Hand stencils belonging to children are also noted at sites such
as Altamira (Freeman et al. 1987), Cosquer (Clottes, Courtin,
and Vanrell 2005), and Gargas, where a baby’s hand was ap-
parently held by an adult while colorant was blown over the both
of them (Bahn and Vertut 1988). Similarly, some of the finger
flutings made in the soft clay walls of caves are suggested to have
been made by the very young. Sharpe and Van Gelder (2006)
argue that flutings found in Rouffignac were made by children
aged between 2 and 5 years, with the aid of adults who hoisted
them aloft to create their marks in otherwise unreachable places.
Van Gelder (2015) has also identifiedmarksmade by children in
the decorated caves of El Castillo, Las Chimeneas, and Gargas.
These tiny marks have led to suggestions that initiation rites or
other significant social occasions were held in these locations
(Arias 2009; Bégouën 1926; Breuil 1952; Hadingham 1979;This content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms aLeroi-Gourhan 1967; Owens and Hayden 1997; Pfeiffer 1982),
though others—interestingly—have suggested that they simply
represent youthful exploration and play (Ucko and Rosenfeld
1967).Collection of the Unusual
The ubiquity of useful collecting behaviors in humans—such
as those related to tool manufacturing supplies and food—
has been thought to be the result of evolutionary selection
for individuals with this behavioral predisposition (Anderson,
Damasio, and Damasio 2005). However, the collection of un-
usual objects or “curiosities”—unmodified objects made of ex-
otic or rare rawmaterials but for which it is difficult to propose a
functional use—are frequently mentioned in investigations into
the origins of symbolic or ritual behavior. In these debates, the
collection and transport of small natural items with arresting
qualities has been used to suggest that Neanderthals (in par-
ticular) had an aesthetic sense (e.g., Chase andDibble 1987; Otte
1996). Items frequently reported as such indicators of early
symbolic behaviors include calcite and quartz crystals (Bednarik
1995; Demars 1992; Goren-Inbar, Lewy, and Kislev 1991;Moncel
2003; Moncel and L’Homme 2007; Pei 1931; San-Juan 1990;
Watts, Chazan, andWilkins 2016), pyrite (Leroi-Gourhan 1964),
recent and fossil shark teeth (Clot 1987), and fossils (Bednarik
2014; Demars 1992; Leroi-Gourhan 1964; L’Homme and Freneix
1993; San-Juan 1990; Soressi 2002).
While the use of such manuports for identifying symbolic
behavior in Lower and Middle Paleolithic contexts is debated
(e.g., d’Errico, Gaillard, and Misra 1989; Soressi and d’Errico
2007), the recovery of such items inmore recent (modernhuman)
contexts is routinely assigned to shamanistic or otherwise rit-
ualistic actions (e.g., Dickau, Redwood, and Cooke 2013).While
these interpretations are usually not made without strong eth-
nographic analogy, authors regularly state ritual as a compelling
interpretation for the presence of manuports in their sites, such
as the quartz crystals and “rare sparkling mineral” manuports
present in Holocene sites in California (e.g., Koerper, Desautels,
andCouch 2002). Another example is the presence of triton shells
(Charonia sp.) inMediterranean sites from the Neolithic onward,
with a regular cult or ritual interpretation suggested for their
presence in sites (e.g., Aström and Reesee 1990; Peltenburg 1989;
Skeates 1991).
The collection of curiosities, however, is a widespread be-
havior beginning in childhood (Lekies and Beery 2013) and is
linked to the fact that gathering objects allows an individual to
have control over an object in a way that they are not allowed in
other sectors of their life (Danet and Katriel 1994). Easily mov-
able parts of the environment (such as stones, flowers, berries,
leaves, sticks, etc.) have been said to foster creativity and ex-
perimentation and to be “hypnotizing and irresistible to chil-
dren under six years old, almost calling to be touched, stacked,
carried, or collected” (Sutton 2011:409). There are also indications
that collecting in childhood is undertaken as part of building
knowledge of their environment and the diversity it holds. ForFigure 4. Plant-based figurines. A, Split-twig figurines from the
Archaic period of the southwest of North America. Photograph
courtesy of the Southwest Virtual Museum and Grand Canyon
National Park. B, C, Ethnographic dolls made on cattail leaves
(Typha sp.) by Chippewa woman Frances Densmore (Depart-
ment of Anthropology, Smithsonian Institution, E317213-0 [B],
E317214-0 [C]). A color version of this figure is available online..097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
nd Conditions (http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/t-and-c).
626 Current Anthropology Volume 59, Number 5, October 2018example, Chipeniuk (1995) found that adolescents who had
collected broadly had a significantly better understanding of
biodiversity than narrow collectors.
Unfortunately, mentions of the collecting habits of hunter-
gatherer-fisher children in the ethnographic literature are lim-
ited, though not necessarily because they didn’t collect (that
seems unsupportable) but because ethnographers have largely
not been interested in the activities of children. Thus, we also
turn briefly to the collecting habits of Western children. Rock
and shell collections are particularly common (Lekies and Beery
2013; Whitley 1929), with an early study of American school-
children finding that “the chief points of attraction [to stones
collected] were color, shape, smoothness, brilliancy and beauty.
Under shape the attributes mentioned most were smooth, flat,
round. Under color, white, pink bright, brilliant, red, dark blue,
yellow, sparkling, stained; those with holes in them were also
attractive” (Acher 1910:124). Importantly, these are the same
attributes commonly shared by the collected “exotics” found in
prehistoric contexts.
Also commonly collected for or by children are small live
animals, which are then kept as pets (table 1). For example, RothThis content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms a(1902:9) reports for Australian contexts that “the Bloomfield
[Aboriginal community] are very fond of playing with young
rats, bandicoots, wallabies, etc., as pets” while at Cape Bedford
“young birds, rats, frogs, etc., tied with a string are given to the
children to play with,”with similar descriptions for peoples in the
Cairns area and lower Tully River. Similarly, in North America
“mockingbirds and roadrunners were caged for pets” by Tipai-
Ipai in California (Luomala 1978:601), while in South America
parrots and small monkeys appear to be popular (fig. 6). In
contexts where dogs are used in hunting or transport, puppies
are regularly integrated into child’s play: “a very young boy
would have a small sledge, to which he harnessed puppies”
(Mary-Rousselière 1984:436; see also a photographed example
in fig. 6F).
These things collected and played with by children were then
curated and stored, with American children stating that they kept
their collections in “attics, basements, garages, trunks, boxes, and
locations where others could not find them such as under boards
or in dog houses” (Lekies and Beery 2013:68). Stored caches,
when found in colonial archaeological contexts, however, are
often interpreted as apotropaia—charms, which are typicallyFigure 5. Decorated children. A, Kayapo girl, Kapoto Village, Para, Brazil. B, Yanomano boy, Parima Tapirapeco National Park,
Venezuela. Photographs forA and B by A.Wolfe (http://www.artwolfe.com). C, Warramirri child playing with shells in theMelville Bay
area, northeast Arnhem Land, 1935. Photograph by D. Thomson, image TPH1267.D, Cowargie with practice spear and spear-thrower,
Ompela Tribe, Stewart River, Cape York Peninsula, Australia. Photograph by D. Thomson, image TPH2948. E, Utilized ochre nodules
from Châtelperronian layers at Grotte du Renne (courtesy of F. d’Errico). F, Utilized chalk nodules discarded as too small for continued
use by one of the authors’ (M. C. Langley) 22-month-old daughter. A color version of this figure is available online..097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
nd Conditions (http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/t-and-c).
Langley and Litster Is It Ritual? Or Is It Children? 627everyday objects—used in folk magic. Burke, Arthure, and de
Leiuen (2016) discussed the archaeology of folk magic in co-
lonial Australia, which included the recovery of objects such as
shoes and perforated coins from voids under floorboards and
near fireplaces. An earlier study by Evans (2010) examined
deliberately concealed objects in old houses and buildings inThis content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms aAustralia and found that 41% of shoes belonged to children,
which we argue emphasizes the need to consider children’s
caching activities in these discussions. As Burke, Arthure, and
de Leiuen (2016) point out, establishing the meaning of these
collections will be problematic, and convincing archaeological
examples of children’s caches are rare, with one of the only ex-Figure 6. Ethnographic images of hunter-gatherer children with “collected” creatures. A, A Yanomamo girl holding her pet parrot,
Amazon rainforest. B, Yanomamo girl holds aracari, Parima Tapirapeco National Park, Venezuela. C, A Machiguenga boy holds a
black-mantled tamarin, Manú National Park, Peru. D, A Mursi girl holds a puppy, Omo River, Ethiopia. Photographs for A–D by
A. Wolfe (http://www.artwolf.com). E, Son of Wonggo, Garmali family, in Caledon Bay, northeast Arnhem Land, with emu chicks.
Photograph by D. Thomson, image TPH1543. F, Eskimo girl with puppy, Coppermine, Northwest Territories, 1949. Photograph by
R. Harrington, courtesy of the Stephen Bulgar Gallery. G, Graham Malibirr with pet possum watching his father George Milpurrurr
paint. Photograph by P. Tweedie, courtesy of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies. A color version
of this figure is available online..097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
nd Conditions (http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/t-and-c).
628 Current Anthropology Volume 59, Number 5, October 2018amples identified byWardle andWardle (2007). In Macedonia,
a collection of figurines, miniature vessels, animal bones, and
other items was found in a pit at the site of Assiros Tomba, and
by ruling out other interpretations for the find (funerary, acci-
dental, symbolic, functional) they provide a robust case for a late
Greek prehistoric child’s cache of playthings. A recent example
from America is provided by Dozier (2016): the cache included
pieces of ceramics, glassware, machinery metal, and clothing—
odd things found as discarded by adults.This content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms aIndeed, while ethnographic hunter-gatherer children are
known to make their own tools for use, such as Parakanã girls
collecting their own raw materials and weaving baskets (fig. 7A;
Gosso andOtta 2003), the appropriation of adult material culture
is also widely reported. As Baxter (2005b) has shown, “children’s
play often involves found or discarded artefacts . . . andmay not
leave distinct traces in the archaeological record and therefore
their activities become amalgamated with those of adults.” Such
found objects may include not just cultural waste but also still-Figure 7. Ethnographic images of children imitating adult behaviors. A, Parakanã (Brazil) girls playing at weaving baskets. Photo-
graph by Y. Gosso. B, Children in northeast Arnhem Land (Australia) playing at ceremony. Photograph by D. Thomson, image
TPH1277. C, Parakanã (Brazil) boys practicing with miniature bows and arrows. Photograph by Y. Gosso. D, Blackfoot boys (North
America) with miniature bows and arrows (Provincial Archives of Alberta). Photograph by E. Brown, image B34. E, Cape York
(Australia) children playing at “house” having made a miniature hut and fire. Photograph by D. Thomson, image TPH2921.
F, Cheyenne (North America) girls playing with miniature tipi dollhouses and dolls. Photograph by J. Tuell, Library of Congress
Prints and Photographs Division, Washington, DC, image 12921. A color version of this figure is available online..097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
nd Conditions (http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/t-and-c).
Langley and Litster Is It Ritual? Or Is It Children? 629functional implements. For example, Gould (1970:4)mentioned
of Australian Western Desert peoples that “young children
sometimes take their father’s spear-thrower or spear, or one be-
longing to someone else and play with it, and, on occasion,
damage it.”
Unwanted items could also be handed directly to children by
adults—such an artifact then entered a “toy stage” prior to final
abandonment (Crawford 2009). One such example is men-
tioned byWoodburn (1970:19) for the Hadza of Tanzania, who
reports that “eventually an arrow becomes too short for use and
it is then handed over to a child or thrown away.” Identifying
whether a specific archaeological object passed through such a
child-associated stage may be impossible to determine, a point
previously made by Crawford (2009).
When thinking along these lines, it then becomes interesting
to reconsider not only what archaeologists term “opportunistic
recycling of lithics” but also themany findings of flint tools and
animal teeth in niches of Paleolithic decorated caves. While
some examples do appear to provide sustainable evidence for
ritual behavior, such as at Les Trois Frères where such items
are located in niches below a prominent depiction of a lioness
bearing evidence for repeatedly having been pounded on the
head and shoulder (Bégouën and Clottes 1980), many others
may not have any ritual association at all—instead simply being
the result of children sticking items in holes. A possible example
is found in Toriano Cave, Italy, where pellets of clay appear to
have been thrown forcefully against the back wall of the in-
nermost chamber, 400m from the entrance, at least 12,000 years
ago (Blanc 1957). While usually interpreted as the consequence
of ritual, Bahn (2012) conversely suggests that it could equally be
an example of play.Patterns in the Record: Arrangements and Activity Areas
Other patterns found in the archaeological record that are reg-
ularly interpreted as residues of adult ritual behaviormay instead
be the product of child’s play. Imitative games—where a child or
group of children play at adult activity: “house,” “grown-ups,”
“marriage,” “mothers,” “hunting,” “ceremony,” “shaman,” “war,”
and so on—are a prominent feature of children’s social play
(Fry 2005), and it is not surprising, then, that they are frequently
described in ethnographies from around the globe. Some have
described this fantasy behavior as “playing at culture” (Gosso
et al. 2005:244), with these games including the use of not only
miniature tools (discussed above) but miniature constructions
such as huts, fences, or fireplaces (fig. 7E; see table 2). One such
example is shown in figure 7E, where children in Cape York
(northern Australia) are playing at house: “theymake play houses
of the same kind as those in which they live and play at keeping
house” (Thomson 1958:91), and Ngamba children (New South
Wales) get “stiff necks from playing all day in miniature mia-
mias that they built for themselves” (Kennedy and Donaldson
1982:8). Along other lines, miniature versions of ceremonies are
arranged either by the children themselves (as seen in fig. 7B) or
sometimes with the help of adults as part of teaching themThis content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms aimportant activities they will undertake on reaching adulthood:
among the Bella Colla (northwest coast of North America), “a
chief would arrange for a ‘play potlatch’ . . . characterized by
feasting, singing, dancing, and the distribution of goods (in the
form of miniature canoes, baskets, bows and arrows, etc.); all
these activities were modelled on those of the real potlatch”
(Kennedy and Bouchard 1990:333).
Given the ubiquity of hunter-gatherer children creating “play
activity areas,” we should expect to find evidence for such play
in the archaeological record also. Preservation of such ephem-
eral features is obviously a major factor in identification, though
several sites with potential have survived. Perhaps one such ex-
ample can be found in the recently reported structures found in
Bruniquel Cave, southwest France, and dated to 176,500 years
BP (fig. 8; Jaubert et al. 2016). Constructed from whole and
broken stalagmites, a small 2.2# 2.1-m circular structure (struc-
ture B) is found next to a much larger (6.7 m# 4.5 m) annular
structure (structure A). At the entrance of the smaller struc-
ture B is evidence for heating and burnt bone remains, while
evidence for heating is found in several locations within struc-
ture A. Another example of imitative behavior might be a small
hearth consisting of only a layer of charcoal above burnt sedi-
ment and containing no archaeological material (hearth 2) that
was identified only a few meters away from a large multiphased
hearth (hearth 1) at the Gravettian site of Krems-Watchberg
(Austria). Analyses of the charcoal recovered from both hearths
found that it was possible to connect the two—both having been
used synchronously (Cichocki, Knibbe, and Tillich 2014; Hän-
del et al. 2014). The location of such small anthropogenic fea-
tures close to larger ones is consistent with ethnographic obser-
vation of children locating themselves (or according to adult
supervision) “a few yards from themain camp” (Turnbull 1961).
For a final example, we might consider the well-known case
of a cave bear skull (Ursus spelaeus) found in Chauvet, France.
The cave bear skull was placed on a rock, initiating discussions
of a “cave bear cult,”which have long been dismissed. As Bahn
(2012) highlights, this discovery could be evidence for play,
and there is little way of distinguishing the two. Interestingly,
many footprints recovered from Upper Paleolithic caves be-
long to youngsters and adolescents, which could be a result of
play and natural inquisitiveness (Bahn 2012; Ucko and Rosen-
feld 1967).
Finally, how we see other patterns in the archaeological rec-
ord could be affected when we integrate children into our in-
terpretations—the most obvious example being “aggregation
sites.” In identifying sites where usually regionally dispersed
groups came together to participate in various economic and
social activities, Paleolithic archaeologists look for four main
attributes: (1) site size—the need to accommodate a large group
of people engaged in multiple activities; (2) site density—evi-
dence for lots of people/activity; (3) exotic raw materials—in-
dicating movement of people from various and distant lands;
and (4) intensity of symbolic material culture (beads, pendants,
portable art pieces, utilized ochre)—thought to indicate in-
creased signaling and ritual behaviors (Bahn 1982). Given ev-.097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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increased “symbolic” content at such sites may not necessarily
equate to increased signaling and ritual events among the adults
but simply more children on site.Discussion and Conclusion
As Johnson (2010) articulates so well:
One of the most frequent clichés heard is that we cannot “see”
the individual in the archaeological record. However, pots are
made by people: in a very large part, the archaeological record
contains very direct evidence of individual actions and human
interactions—the digging of a rubbish pit, the construction of
house formations, themanufacture of objects, the deposition of
grave goods . . . over and over again . . . we have seen different
theoretical attitudes leading us away from agency. (224)
We would argue that this same attitude has resulted in re-
searchers forgetting to take into account the presence and ac-This content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms ativities of the prehistoric child, undoubtedly ending up with
archaeological discoveries being labeled as “ritual” or “sym-
bolic” instead of, more simply—“children present.”
Previously, the inclusion of children in the interpretation of
Paleolithic sites has been restricted to a handful of areas: the
creation of parietal art (e.g., Bahn and Vertut 1988; Bégouën
et al. 2009; Breuil 1952; Clottes 1997; Sharpe and Van Gelder
2006; Ucko and Rosenfeld 1967), burials (for an overview of
Paleolithic burials, see Zilhão 2005), and as apprentices in tool
or image making (e.g., Bodu, Karlin, and Ploux 1990; Fritz
1999a, 1999b; Fritz, Tosello, and Conkey 2015; Grimm 2000;
Karlin and Pigeot 1989; Olive 1988; Pigeot 1990; Rivero 2016;
Shea 2006). However, we hope to have demonstrated not only
that children can and should have produced a much wider range
of archaeological residues but also the importance of differen-
tiating between these residues and those resulting from adult
ritual behaviors. Importantly, this point is not made simply to
further cast children as a distorting effect on the archaeological
record that must be drawn out but instead to prompt consciousFigure 8. Arrangements and children. Children of all backgrounds love to arrange items into patterns. A, Arrawiya children ar-
ranging cuttlefish at Wonggo’s camp at Trial Bay, northeast Arnhem Land, July 1935. Photograph by D. Thomson, image TPH1250.
B, One of the authors’ daughters (M. C. Langley) at 18 months arranging books into a line. Photograph by M. Langley. C, 176,500-
year-old stalagmite structures in Bruniquel, France. The circle outlines a small feature that may be the product of a child imitating
adult behavior (the larger structure; after Jaubert et al. 2016:112, fig. 1, courtesy of J. Jaubert and Nature Publishing Group). A color
version of this figure is available online..097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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of one or the other. Such analysis will result in archaeologists
not only being able to more clearly study adult ritual actions in
the deep past but also fueling the development of prehistoric
childhood studies.
Such a tremendous overlap between potential material resi-
dues of ritual and the activities of children obviously represents a
major interpretive issue in archaeology and is one that has not
previously been considered in depth. We need to acknowledge
and recognize children’s agency in the archaeological record if
we are to build the most comprehensive reconstructions of the
prehistoric past possible, and we are heartened by the fact that a
handful of researchers have already recognized that “most scholars
automatically favour the cult or ritual interpretation” over the
presence of children (Wardle and Wardle 2007:29). Certainly,
it is essential that archaeologists not only consider whether
possible instances of ritual behavior might instead reflect the
actions of children in newly uncovered deposits but also revise
interpretations of previous excavations with children in mind.
Indeed, the inclusion of children in archaeological interpre-
tations is essential if we hope to create a more complete and
dynamic picture of past societies, their development, evolution,
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That children lived in (what are now archaeological) sites is
unquestionable.Without them, there would have been no “us.”This content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms aBut how can children, or the products of their activities, be
recognized in the archaeological record? This is a rather elusive
challenge that has been visited by a number of researchers (e.g.,
Coşkunsu 2015).
Langley and Litster discuss children’s behavior and in par-
ticular the material culture that supports their play while pro-
viding many ethnographic examples from around the world,
and they note that “significant overlap exists between the ma-
terial consequences of children’s play and adult ritual behavior.”
They wonder to what extent children and their activities are
visible and recognizable in the archaeological record.
It is implied that small orminiature artifacts, often referred to
in the archaeological record as “figurines,” are associated with
ritual activity and are regarded as small-scale items that are
made by adults and for adults and thus served in various cere-
monial activities, whereas the authors show multiple examples
from the ethnographic literature that suggest that they are
merely toys. A case of small children-sized fingerprints on clay
animal figurines supports this notion.
Martin and Meskell (2012), studying animal “figurines”
from Çatalhöyük, did not study fingerprints but did consider
the option that these artifacts might have been children’s toys.
They contend that for the figurines to have been toys there should
have been a choice of more familiar animals (such as sheep or
dogs) rather than wild beasts, more stylized forms, and clusters of
animals found together that were not found. Furthermore, none
are ever found in children’s graves at Çatalhöyük that are abun-
dant at the site and contain numerous other types of grave goods;
thus, they dismiss the interpretation of the figurines being toys.
Freikman and Garfinkel (2009), on the other hand, propose that
the burial of clusters of animal figurines indicates the burial of
cultic objects and not toys. Thus, apart from artifacts being
small and suitable for children’s play, there should be addi-
tional criteria to differentiate between children’s toys and adults’
figurines.
Another topic that is in the subtext of this article but not
discussed per se is to what extent these toys, or miniature items,
are mediated to children by adults. In other words, whether
adults are responsible for the use of these items by children al-
though it has nothing to do with rituals. A case in point is
13 pendants made of Unio shells from a baby’s burial at Çatal-
höyük. The pendants have two perforations each; their shape is
that of a rounded square, and they are especially thin (ca. 1 mm
in thickness). A microscopic examination of the holes showed
that the pendants were pristine with no wear, suggesting that
they did not decorate this child or any other person and were
probably produced to serve as grave goods (Bar-Yosef Mayer
2013:333, fig. 16.8). Although the pendants were found in a
child’s grave, they are the product of adult behavior, both the
production and the insertion into the grave. In a similar way,
toys in many cases would have been made and given by adults
to children and therefore reflect decision-making and actions
of adults. The cases presented by Langley and Litster of child-
ren’s handprints in Paleolithic parietal art and possible marks.097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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632 Current Anthropology Volume 59, Number 5, October 2018reflecting initiation rights are perfect examples of the presence
of children at sites, yet a behavior that is mediated by adults.
Adults, then, could have been responsible for the toys, beads
worn by children, ritual artifacts, and the stenciling of children’s
hands,making it even harder for the archaeologist to distinguish
between them.Jane Eva Baxter
Department of Anthropology, DePaul University, 2343 North
Racine Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60614, USA (jbaxter@depaul.edu).
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Albert Einstein is commonly credited with saying, “It’s not that
I’m so smart, it’s just that I stay with problems longer.” This
quip humbly deflected a popular fascination with his genius
but was also very insightful about the nature of intellectual in-
quiry that is often characterized as pioneering, groundbreaking,
or innovative. Ritual and children are two archaeological “prob-
lems” that few chose to stay with for very long until relatively
recently. Traditionally, each was used as a hasty and often spu-
rious explanation for archaeological enigma that were consid-
ered too singular, unique, or ambiguous to be subject to a reliable
or valid archaeological explanation. The authors of this work
acknowledge the common archaeological inside joke where ar-
tifacts or features defying an easy functional explanation are off-
handedly referred to as being “ritual items.” Children, while not
having the same casual in-joke quality, have been invoked in
archaeological literature in much the same way for generations.
Deploying ritual and children in this way relegated them to the
realm of the unknowable or archaeologically inaccessible while
simultaneously diminishing their perceived importance as topics
deserving of scholarly attention. Archaeological interests and
attitudes have changed significantly in recent decades andmoved
toward interpreting the past in ways that embrace the humanity
of archaeological subjects while also taking a rigorous approach
to archaeological evidence. An article that juxtaposes ritual and
children as issues of significant interest, particularly in deep
prehistory, is indicative of this disciplinary transformation and
serves as an important contribution on this trajectory of disci-
plinary change.
Seeking children in the distant past using nonmortuary data
is among the earliest types of childhood studies in archaeology
(Shea 2006; Sofaer Derevenski 2000) and is an area of research
that has gained a great deal of traction in recent years, with a nota-
ble diversification in theoretical andmethodological approaches
to identifying and interpreting children as part of past commu-
nities (see Cunnar and Höberg 2015). This article makes a sig-
nificant contribution to this corpus of literature, and one partic-
ularly notable feature is the tone in which it was written. The
authors do not take time to justify the value of children, nor do
they dwell on the “cautionary tales” that have dissuaded others
fromstudyingchildren in thepast.The result is adifferentkindof
narrative that assumes the value of children, assumes the validityThis content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms aof the archaeological study of children, and assumes that chil-
dren can be studied effectively if we approach the archaeological
and ethnographic records appropriately. The authors delve into
the ethnographic record in a way that justifies all of these as-
sumptions. This kind of approach to studying childhood with-
out the benefit of written texts or rich iconography and par-
ticularly to study children for their own sake and in their own
right is a departure from much of the earliest work on the ar-
chaeology of childhood and is indicative of a growing confi-
dence that archaeological methods alone can be used effectively
to access children in the past.
This article also situates play and ritual as embodied prac-
tices that have meaningful behavioral and material correlates.
While ritual may be deeply embedded in intangible culture and
play entrenched in the imagination, these are not their exclusive
domains, and seeking thematerial expressions of play and ritual
in the archaeological record is rightly characterized as very pos-
sible and desirable. This article illuminates the artificial bound-
aries that linger in archaeology around symbolic meaning and
embodied action and challenges archaeologists to think about the
material and spatial dynamics of ritual, and playmore specifically.
Given the interplay between the intangible and material in
children’s play, the authors make it clear that not all play will be
equally visible archaeologically. Their systematic and tenacious
review of the ethnographic record enabled the development of
concrete expectations for archaeologically visible play. The
authors chose to focus on the subset of children’s play behavior
that uses toys. This choice of subject and narrative style enabled
them to take on the ambiguity of certain artifact types, such as
figurines, which have been interpreted as toys and ritual items in
different contexts, often with little certainty or resolution. Here
the authors make a convincing case using the archaeological rec-
ord that many figurines encountered archaeologically are likely
the material expressions of children’s play behavior in the past,
and they offer ways for scholars to write children into prehistory
with a greater sense of certainty. In thisway, thiswork is part of a
growing trend in archaeology where authors are embracing the
universality of human play and identifying toys and play be-
haviors as expected and meaningful aspects of the archaeolog-
ical record.
Simultaneously, other scholars are seeking ways to decouple
the reliance on finding toys or child-specificmaterial culture to
write children into prehistory. These relational approaches also
assume the presence of children in the past and explore land-
scapes and material culture not along an adult-child divide but
rather as ameaningful constellation of places, spaces, and objects
with which all members of human social groups were engaging
in the quotidian and exceptional practices of their lives. This al-
ternative approach is equally significant, as it assumes that chil-
dren were present and important in the past but offers a way to
decouple the worlds of children from the activities and objects
designed exclusively for their use. In either case, these works are
illustrating the value of “staying with the problem longer” and
enriching our views of past communities as richly human, in-
clusive, and multigenerational..097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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“I Think One of Your Children Has Just Walked In”
Reading this paper called to mind the recent video of an Amer-
ican academic, Robert Kelly, being interviewed on BBC World
News about Korean politics. Kelly, a political scientist, was con-
ducting the TV interview live fromhis homewhen his two young
children burst into the room. His 4-year-old daughter is the first
to appear, swaggering into view like a rock star, followed soon by
his 8-month-old son trundling along in a baby walker. Kelly
struggles straight-faced through the questioning until his wife
rushes in and drags the intruders out of the room, eldest toddler
squealing indignantly. The YouTube video has been viewed tens
of millions of times. Any parent can relate to Kelly’s predica-
ment: children are irrepressible, and their presence—and in par-
ticular themess and bedlam they seem to effortlessly create—is
impossible to ignore.
Not so for archaeologists, it would seem. In this paper,Michelle
Langley and Mirani Litster offer a view of the archaeology of
early humans that would have children invading the ancient
world—“our”world—in the same way that Kelly’s kids crashed
his interview. Childrenwere long ago shoved into the back room
by archaeologists and told to be quiet, they argue. The influence
kids may have had on shaping the Paleolithic record has been
overlooked; in fact, artifacts we routinely interpret as hallmarks
of the ritual actions and other behavior of adults may be things
that were mostly used or interacted with by children, or even
created by them. For instance, the authors toy with the idea that
the famous carved animal figurines from Upper Paleolithic Europe
could actually be examples of prehistoric children’s playthings.
Let us look at this last point. The tragedy of Langley and
Litster’s argument is that it is very tough to prove.What sort of
smoking gun evidence would be required to demonstrate that,
say, the 40,000-year-old ivory statuettes from the Swabian
region were kids’ toys: the discovery of one of these artifacts in
a child’s grave? Even then, how could we tell that they were not
objects from the grown-ups’ world placed in the burial as part
of a mortuary ritual? Langley and Litster’s argument requires
very high standards of proof. But equally difficult to verify or
refute is the conventional story about the meaning of Aurigna-
cian figurines—that they are portable art, expressions of hunt-
ing magic, religious symbols, shamans’ accoutrements, and so
on. The notion that Paleolithic figurines belong to the cryptic
world of adult ritual life is a line of debate and speculation that
has become firmly entrenched as a paradigm. But perhaps the
received wisdom is a house of cards; interpreting them as play-
things seems just as valid based on the same standards of nonproof.
Australian archaeologists have long been disdainful of the
“it’s ritual” adage, supposedly a postmodern European thing.
So while I think that Langley and Litster’s paper will go down
well here, or at least not go under, I suspect that few AustralianThis content downloaded from 130.056
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astically embrace the replacement adage: “it’s children.” In-
deed, there is a sense that if Aurignacian figurines or other ven-
erated artifacts of prehistory were shown to be “just” playthings,
then the archaeological enterprise as a wholewould feel rather let
down. Perhaps some archaeologistsmight feel a bit silly. After all,
a lot of academic ink has been spilled expounding elaborate and
high-level explanations of these objects and their ritualistic
functions. If Langley and Litster are right, should the deposed
artifacts of Paleolithic ritual be relegated to museum drawers
filled with lithics and other dreary data of “domestic” life? Or
should the discovery of the hidden world of Paleolithic children
be something archaeologists should yearn to accomplish if we
wish to understand—to truly understand—the lives of past people?
I am not sure how they propose to do it, but if they can do
it, Langley and Litster’s call to uncover the existence of chil-
dren in the archaeological record could yield profound new
insight into the evolution of humankind in its present form.
Chimpanzees (our closest genetic kin) and other great apes
engage in social play with their offspring. They teach and care
for their progeny just as we do. Some female chimps even seem
to play at being mum with sticks (Kahlenberg and Wrangham
2010).What about extinct humans?We can be reasonably sure
that closely related species such as Neanderthals formed deep
emotional bonds with their children and played games and
roughhoused with them. They also did modern humanlike
things such as adorning themselves with ochre and ornaments.
But did parental play among Neanderthals extend to crafting
toys that were more complex than unmodified stick “dolls”?
Could this be what makes Homo sapiens unique, if we are
unique, from an evolutionary standpoint—is it only us who
create distinct classes of material culture that are special to the
world of children’s play?
Children may be set to barge into the respectable world of
archaeology, ruining cherished theories about early human
behavior just as thoroughly as two kids trashing a BBC in-
terview. Would this be disappointing? I hope not; it is often
said (or sung) that children are our future, but they are also our
past, and it is clear that ancient kids still have a lot to teach us.Kathryn Kamp
Department of Anthropology, Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa
50112, USA (kamp@grinnell.edu). 25 X 17
Both religious practices and the activities of children are, like
adult activities, patterned. Nonetheless, an archaeological tra-
dition that viewed children as mere disrupters of the archaeo-
logical record and religion as a viable explanation for anything
unusual still lures archaeologists. Langley and Litster argue per-
suasively for new approaches that are more inclusive of children
and that consider the nature of play activities in a more system-
atic way than has characteristically been true of archaeological
interpretation. I argue that the next stage in developing these ap-.097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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bined with use-wear studies.
Using a comprehensive review of the ethnographic litera-
ture on hunter-gatherer children, Langley and Litster make a
good case for overlaps between objects used in ritual and those
associated with children’s play. Archaeological examples dem-
onstrate that archaeologists frequently choose a ritual inter-
pretation in the face of such ambiguities, although they provide
notable exceptions. While Langley and Litster focus on hunt-
ing and gathering societies, their analysis is more broadly ap-
plicable. Recent discussions of past childhood emphasize the
ubiquity of children in all societies and the likelihood that chil-
dren were in fact a proportionally large fraction of the popu-
lation in many of the societies studied by archaeologists. It is
certain that children affected the material record. Given that
children’s playwouldhave leftmaterial traces, it is almost certain
that an adult-centered archaeology has failed to identify its traces.
As with the best and most provocative scholarship, Langley
and Litster’s research should spur additional questioning and
inspire new investigations. These may take two different but
not incompatible paths: (1) the reevaluation of some past ar-
chaeological interpretations to consider whether either chil-
dren or play activities are viable alternatives to previous ritual
interpretations and (2) studies of material culture that will
assist us in differentiating the play activities of children from
the ritual activities and play of adults. While Langley and Litster
acknowledge that both adults and children engage in play, their
study tends to set up a dichotomy between children’s play and
adult ritual activity. Play, quite obviously, should not automat-
ically be associatedwith children.Details of artifact type, context,
andusewearmayall provide additional clues aboutwhetherparticular
artifacts or artifact assemblages are associated with ritual or play
and, further, whether the play is that of adults, children, or both.
Both child and adult play are patterned activity, although, as
with all human activity, they exhibit considerable variability at
times. Play is patterned both within a particular culture and
cross-culturally. The notion of a children’s culture that is sep-
arable although closely intertwined with adult culture is well
established (Jenkins 1998; Lancey 2008;Mouritsen andQvortrup
2003). Thus, while as Langley and Litster point out, the clay dolls
of Arnhem may look quite different from the ones made by
Parakanã, within each culture there is a recognized format (or
formats) for dolls. The same is true of games and play activities,
suggesting that they will produce archaeologically identifiable
clusters of objects or features. Within societies, children’s cul-
tures are recognizable and are often different from those of
adults. Thus, even in something as central as gathering food,
Bird and Bliege-Bird (2000) found that children and adults
concentrated on different species.
Langley and Litster specifically mention the problem of dif-
ferentiating unusual items used for ritual ormagic fromchildren’s
collections. They note that children often create collections of
natural or cultural objects, perhaps from a psychological desire
to impose control over some portion of the world. Not only
children make collections, however. Adults, too, may curate theThis content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms aunusual; in fact, their collecting activitiesmay sometimes border
on the fanatical (Rubel and Rosman 2001). It is likely that there
are cross-cultural differences between the types of objects col-
lected by adults and children, and more study needs to be done
on the difference between adult and child collecting habits, if
any, so that these can be archaeologically identified.
Context should provide valuable information about the like-
lihood that we are seeing ritual and allowing us to differentiate
between child and adult play. Beyond looking for contexts such
as child burials or differentiating between household trash and
ceremonial contexts, it is noteworthy that, cross-culturally, chil-
dren tend to locate play activities in similar types of locales. Be-
cause children may seek autonomy from adult supervision, they
frequently play on the fringes of adult activity (Baxter 2005a;
Casey and Burruss 2010; Sánchez Romero et al. 2015). Nooks
inaccessible to larger-sized adults are also often attractive play
spaces for children, whether because of this very inaccessibility
or because of the sensation that a child-sized world is discov-
ered. Using cross-cultural data, Bradley (1993) demonstrates
that children are often important parts of the economic system
with culturally sanctioned duties, such as animal care. When
this is so, children often also play where and while they work,
leading to predictable spatial patterning.
Use-wear studies should also assist in differentiating be-
tween objects used for religious purposes and those serving as
toys. In some cases, as with some miniature ceramics, we have
ethnographic examples of objects used in ritual and other similar
objects that served as toys. A comparison of the use wear on these
would yield valuable clues to help archaeologists figure out ways of
discerning which were used as toys andwhich were used for religion.
One additional important lesson from Langley and Litster’s
research goes well beyond the realm of either religion or child-
hood. They clearly show the inherent danger of essentializing
either artifacts or components of artifacts. While archaeologists
sometimes use a shorthand to associate specific activities, mean-
ings, and users with artifact types, we all recognize that most
objects are multiuse and that recycling and reuse routinely alter
both the use and the identity of the user. Interpretation is par-
ticularly complex for multiuse items such as musical instruments
or components of objects such as feathers, shells, or colorants.Grete Lillehammer
Professor Emerita, Museum of Archaeology, University of Stavanger,
N-4036 Stavanger, Norway (grete.lillehammer@uis.no). 10 X 17
Why Adults?
The disinterested discipline and negligence of children in the ar-
chaeological record is a familiar critique within the archaeol-
ogy of childhood and beyond. In making their points clear, the
authors argue that archaeology focuses on objects and patterns
of economic and technological activity and neglects the rest of
material culture or relegates the unexplained in the archaeo-
logical evidence to “ritual.” Resourcefully, to overcome and con-.097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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and play—to search for information that could prove helpful
in distinguishing the agency of children in the consequences of
actions manifested in the prehistoric archaeological record.
Hence, the focus is set on the complex interrelationships be-
tween ritual and play. In this case it is the challenges of dem-
onstrating appropriate materials that may distinguish children
from adults in hunter-gatherer societies of the Ice Age.
The approach is a much-appreciated initiative to crossover
studies of childhood and children in the past. To overcome gaps,
build bridges, and enhance the understanding and interpreta-
tion of the archaeologicalmaterials of children fromperiods that
lack both written and oral documentation, ethnographic analogy
applies as method. The presentation is a systematic compilation,
classification, and description of ethnographic examples of high
significance and potentiality for the study of childhood in the
past, and it is much welcomed. The illustrative review of data
as well as literature spans from the deep past to the present.What
it may take to make archaeological discoveries of children’s
playthings in practice underlines the argumentation. Com-
piled, cataloged, and presented here, the broad collection en-
larges a whole set of new analytic categories and good points
for further discussions.
Curiosity is a driving force in all good science, but does it
restrict or hamper searches for a children’s world in the past, or
rather, turning the argument upside down: is this why it is dif-
ficult to distinguish children in the material evidence of the past
and therefore science cannot see them properly? In the archae-
ology of childhood, these questions are essential and have been
mulled back and forth from the very beginning of the research
enterprise. The authors are in good company when asking the
seemingly confusing questions, “Is it ritual? Or is it children?” In
the afterword to the book Child’s Play, on fantasy and the role of
imagination in human existence, L. R. Goldman (1998:260) takes
part in the clamor within anthropology that responds to such
questions as “why child?” with “why adult?” Sufficient ethno-
graphic materials indicate real diffusionary processes between
adult and child dimensions of culture. Could the problem be a
Western bias, with the English language and “children” as the
universal analytical category of study and the separate class and
population rather than the relational category inseparable from
“parents” (Bird-Davis 2015:100)?
As children are mediators between worlds, economic and
technologic approaches have been gateways to making new
discoveries about children in the past (Lillehammer 2015).
Considering children as contributors to livelihoods with duties
and obligations from an early age, do archaeologists tend to see
children as “little adults,” the copycats playing along with par-
ents, and oversee the runaway kids passing time away from
grown-ups? The main problem here would seem to be distin-
guishing adult agency (ritual) from child agency (play). Archae-
ologists are acquainted with the ritual argument explaining the
unexplained. It is a humorously phrased saying introduced to
students early in their educationandmaywell turnaxiomatic into
routine, thus erasing children’s agency through adult-artifactThis content downloaded from 130.056
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms apathways into the archaeological record (Crawford 2011). The
consequence of ritual within the performative structure of child’s
play as a sequence or stage of process is something acknowledged
by anthropologists (Schwartzman 1978). Ritual and play may
overlap as well as the opposite; they may not go hand in hand.
The critique of archaeology requires a deeper and more pre-
cise definition of child’s play in relationship with stages of
development and learning from the natural and cultural envi-
ronment. The authors present a definition of ritual as the mani-
festations of religious beliefs and take children and child’s play
for granted as universal facts of evolutionary and demographic
consequence. They draw attention to a definition of child’s play
based on established types of play behavior and carry out ob-
servations of the ethnographic literature classifying the results.
The use of historic or ethnographic analogy is one of the great
challenges in archaeology filled with optimism and skepticism.
Where to draw lines of the limits of archaeological interpretation
about children’s manifestations of agency and experience in the
deep past would seem near at hand. Critical considerations on
use/misuse of analogy and parallels from ethnography and his-
tory to reach an understanding of identities and social relations
that scale the human past on a diversity of levels trigger types of
interpretative approaches that form the basis for innovative mod-
els and working hypotheses. Child’s play is an essential subcat-
egory within the study of childhood in the past and a subject to
hypothesis formation.
In the endeavour to understand and explain more about
children in the past, a descriptive and comparative evaluation
of the data potentiality is an uplifting step to the discovery of
children in the archaeological record. Children’s agency and
their performative capacity demonstrate a great curiosity of
the world, such as imitating adult activities and roles. However,
more than copycats, children’s worlds are their own creations.
In the universe of make-believe, things are transformative and
elusive. In the universe of materiality, playthings are multi-
functional but are still material evidence. Therefore, a next step
is doing tests of the results gained in the analysis initiating plans
and participation in excavation projects that include a system-
atic exploration of similarities and differences in the material
culture of children and adults among hunter-gatherers, also not
forgetting all children of the past such as in semipastoral/semi-
cultivator societies. What it takes to withstand disciplinary scep-
ticism is to take up the stick and continue with the hard work. As
simple as that—so why not do it.Marlize Lombard
Centre for Anthropological Research, University of Johannesburg,
Auckland Park 2006, South Africa (mlombard@uj.ac.za). 24 X 17
What about an Evolutionary Perspective
on Children’s Object Play?
Langley and Litster revisit the theme of turning to ritualistic
interpretations for archaeological objects that could also have.097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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objects might be children’s play objects. The distinctions be-
tween much of the material culture they present, however, might
be equally ambiguous for either play or ritual. Ethnohistorical
records certainly provide useful insight into recent forager be-
havior, potentially informing on objects linked to the children of
the past. Yet for each ethnographic account attesting to items
being used as play as opposed to ritual objects, there is probably
an equally valid record to the contrary. African fertility dolls are
but one such instance (e.g., Dell 1998).
It is also well known that Kalahari hunter-gatherer children
are provided with scaled-down bow and arrow sets (see, e.g.,
Lee 1979; Liebenberg 1990; Lombard 2015; MacDonald 2007).
Janette Deacon’s (1992) synthesis, however, demonstrates the
unquestionable role of truly “miniature” (much smaller than
the play objects) bow and arrow sets in the intricate San belief
systems. Today, in a different type of ritualized socio-economy,
their descendants produce small bow sets, which are compa-
rable to both play sets and ritual objects, for the tourist industry.
Without known context and thorough analysis of artifacts
within their particular settings, archaeologists therefore might
remain challenged to distinguish child play from adult ritual—
especially when similar objects were used during both perfor-
mances.
Regarding ritual, I favor Radcliffe-Brown’s (1952:144–152)
inclusive definition, that is, “Ritual gives social value to artefacts
and occasions by linking together people of a particular com-
munity in symbolical rites that in turn become essential to the
maintenance of that society,” compared to that used by Langley
and Litster wherein ritual is seen as “habitual manifestations of
religious beliefs”with orwithoutmaterial culture. The Radcliffe-
Brown definition is also more compatible with their argument
that child play is a form of ritual. But I digress. . . .
The neglect of children’s object play in paleoarchaeology as
highlighted by Langley and Litster might be because most
archaeologists do not grapple with the theme in terms of bio-
cultural theory/evolution (e.g., Kamp 2015). The authors touch
on the potential of object play to inform on cognitive and
symbolic behavioral evolution but then fail to unpack these
themes, and references to key contributors on the topic are
missing from their analysis (e.g., Nowell 2015a, 2015b, 2016;
Nowell and White 2012). Because the artifacts of ritual and
child play are so narrowly linked in their text, it might be
difficult to use the contribution as a basis from which to gen-
erate convincing arguments about the importance of recog-
nizing child play in the paleoarchaeological record.
I suggest that more robust evidence for children’s object
play can be gained by moving away from potential ritualistic
objects to the more mundane. This is especially pertinent for
deep-time explorations, where recent ethnographic analogies
become diluted when not amplified with additional lines of
evidence. Stone tools and their debitage are the most prolific
“grammar” at the disposal of paleoarchaeologists with which
to reconstruct narratives about past behaviors. Child play often
mimics adult behaviors, also regarding subsistence and tech-This content downloaded from 130.056
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we were able to detect children playing at knapping activities in
the deep past, such observations could provide useful information
about aspects such as ancient knowledge-transfer systems and
cognition (e.g., Gärdenfors and Högberg 2017; Högberg and
Larsson 2011; Högberg and Lombard 2016).
Useful theoretical bridges that might inform on Paleolithic
children play-copying adult knapping activities can be found
in experimental observations and in the Neolithic record (e.g.,
Högberg 2008; Milne 2005; Shelley 1990). For example, at a
south Scandinavian Neolithic knapping site, where a square-
sectioned flint ax-head was produced, Högberg (2008) concluded
that alongside the master knapper, a child playfully produced
an implement resembling that of the master. The ax-head pro-
duction of the master could be recognized by the constrained
distribution of debitage within a dedicated work space and a
highly specialised, uniform technology based on selective raw
material use. In contrast, the result of a child play-copying the
master was evident in the haphazard distribution of debitage,
the application of a nonsystematic technology, and the use of low-
quality raw material. As a result, the child’s object could never
function as an ax-head, even though it roughly resembled the
square-sectioned shape of the master’s artifact.
The above suggests that older, Paleolithic, play-copying be-
havior can be traced by using variables such as the distribution of
debris, systematic technology versus ad hoc technology, the use
of high-quality (selective) raw materials versus low-quality (non-
selective) raw materials, and typological forms (formal tools)
versus nontypological forms (informal tools; Högberg 2008). It
can also be expected that the “useful” products of a master will
be removed from the knapping site, whereas those resulting
from play-copying might be left behind (e.g., Karlin and Julien
1994). Of course, not all novice knappers were children (e.g.,
Finlay 1997). Provisioning children with the opportunity to
gain knapping skills during play, however, would have had
substantial evolutionary advantages and is therefore a plausible
scenario. For example, it would ensure that by the time the young
ones reached the necessary physical and cognitive aptitudes to
master formal knapping, they would already have gained the
necessary experience through object play to contribute mean-
ingfully to a group’s socio-economy, avoiding costly time-energy
investment by apprenticing fully operational hunter-gatherers
(Riede et al. 2018).
Meticulous analytical approaches, such as the Neolithic ex-
ample above, enable archaeologists to reconstruct the material
culture resulting fromchild play during deep time (e.g., Högberg
and Larsson 2011). Coupling the archaeological evidence with
life histories and evolutionary theory goes a long way to high-
light the value of conducting increasingly robust research about
the archaeology of paleo-children. For example, we have argued
that encouraging children to play with objects is an integral part
ofHomo sapiens niche construction and that innovative phases
in human prehistory might be linked to children’s object play
(Riede et al. 2018). Thus, seen in the light of niche-construction
theory (where the behavior of organisms and how they modify.097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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modification of selection pressures), paleo-child archaeology is
elevated to more than diagnosing past child play.Reply
We sincerely thank the commentators for their time and thoughts
and are genuinely encouraged by the positivity in which our
paper was received by some of the leading scholars in child-
hood or Paleolithic archaeology. We are grateful for the oppor-
tunity provided by this forum to promote dialogue on this topic
and for the constructive points raised by our commentators.
In reading through the words of these researchers, we have
identified a few points on which we would like to expand. First,
we certainly agree that there is much work to be done to reduce
the perceived ambiguity surrounding the identification of chil-
dren’s playthings from the deep past. The overlap between ritual
objects and children’s playthings presented in the ethnographic
review serves to highlight this point—along with the hazards of
categorizing objects. Indeed, the motivation for this study was
the multifarious explanations for the presence of such “ritual”
items in the archaeological record.We desire to not simply offer
an alternative adage (“it’s children!”) but to encourage the ex-
ploration of other possibilities, especially those that consider
children in the Paleolithic. We return shortly to how this am-
biguity might be ameliorated and how such studies might pro-
ceed.
Second, we think it important to point out that our suggestion
that at least some of the numerous portable artworks produced
during the Upper Paleolithic of Europe (for example) may re-
flect children’s activities—rather than adult-centered religious
rituals—is not made to move these beautiful items away from
more mainstream discussions of their artistic importance but
rather to encourage archaeologists to reconsider even the most
archaeologically “precious” items. For example, even if in the
future wewere able to conclusively demonstrate that the famous
Aurignacian lion-man (Löwenmensch) of Hohlenstein-Stadel,
Germany,was a child’s doll, this identificationwould not detract
from its significance as the oldest-known zoomorphic figurine
found nor its importance for studying the origins and devel-
opment of European Paleolithic art. Beingmade for and used by
a child does not necessarily equal mundane and unimportant.
Similarly, being owned by a child also does not completely rule
out any and all ritual connotations. As argued by Nowell (2015b),
many examples of Upper Paleolithic art are perfect for “fantasy
play”—that which develops creativity, behavioral plasticity,
imagination, and planning—and thus, portable art such as the
figurines may have been perfect for children exploring spiritual
knowledge and its role in their community. This idea is yet
another avenue for researchers to pursue.
Onmentioning the study of the more “mundane,” Lombard
calls for an emphasis on such things as knapping activities and
the use of experimental observation to understand children’sThis content downloaded from 130.056
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will be of much use in understanding past play behaviors, fo-
cusing on the mundane unnecessarily limits our scope, and we
contend that multiple approaches will lead to the most robust
understanding of past children, childhood, and humanity pos-
sible. Furthermore, it should be noted that the identification of
children in prehistoric sites—outside of burials and rock art—
has beenmainly focused on the transmission of craft knowledge.
While most commonly explored in lithic studies (e.g., Bodu,
Karlin, and Ploux 1990; Grimm 2000; Olive 1988; Pigeot 1990;
Shea 2006), recent work has looked at identifying apprentice
artists (e.g., Fritz 1999a, 1999b; Fritz, Tosello, and Conkey 2015;
Nowell 2015a; Rivero 2016; Russell 1989). While these studies
certainly contribute information regarding the activities and edu-
cation of children in the past, they do tend to consider the pre-
historic child in terms of “what she is subsequently going to be
rather than what she presently is” (Goodwin 1997:1). It is this
observation that led us to focus on children doing what children
do best—play. And thematerial culture of play is playthings.We
hope that by showing the enormous overlap between common
playthings in hunter-gatherer societies we have demonstrated
the importance and feasibility of focusing on finding children
not only in the mundane (lithic and other technological or sub-
sistence analyses) but also in the imaginative.
It is also important that we not remove agency from chil-
dren.While it is true that adults can and did play a large role in
the material culture that came into the hands of children, as
raised by Bar-Yosef Mayer, it is equally true that children also
gathered and made their own playthings—completely away
from adult eyes (Crawford 2009). As Lillehammer points out,
it is this time spent away from adults that might have been
dismissed by studies that depicted them as “little adults,” fo-
cusing instead on learning and imitation behaviors. Conse-
quently, we feel it important to avoid automatically returning
objects identifiable to children to the actions of an adult. Fur-
thermore, it should be remembered that “toys are given signif-
icance and meaning by the children who play with them” (Craw-
ford 2009:57).
Several scholars also discussed the manner in which we had
distinguished children from adults and ritual from play. As
identified in the paper and in several of the comments, adults
participate in behavior similar to children—such as caching
and games. Here we divided children and adults in an attempt
to rebut categories routinely presented by archaeologists. It is
also for this reason that we have distinguished ritual from
social ritual—which we acknowledge includes play.
Importantly, and as Lillehammer raises, there are arguments
for and against the use of the ethnographic analogy in such
studies, which we acknowledge (Wiley 1985). The parallels we
aimed to draw were behaviors seen universally and not from
individual cultural and historical contexts.
We wholeheartedly agree with Kamp and Lillehammer in
that the next necessary steps required to undertake meaningful
inquiries into identifying children and exploring their childhood
in the deep past will entail additional ethnoarchaeological re-.097.188 on February 14, 2019 18:39:34 PM
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studies on the collecting behaviors of children cross-culturally.
These aspects should be explored in conjunction with use-wear
studies and experimental observations (among other approaches),
which when combined with results gained from systematic anal-
yses of purported and known ritual and play objects will no doubt
point the way for future understandings. We are in fact already
delving into whether patterns of use wear onmodern children’s
figurines (and other playthings) might be useful in identifying
similar items from prehistory.
In summary, we feel that the types of research discussed in
this forum will benefit not only childhood studies but also those
focused more on exploring the past ritual and religious aspects
of humanity across the globe. Given the impact such insights
might further have on our understanding of human evolution, it
is imperative that we not fall into a state of protracted ambiv-
alence. As Baxter so succinctly outlined, there is much to be said
for the virtues of “staying with a problem longer.”
—Michelle C. Langley and Mirani LitsterReferences Cited
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